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ABSTRACT Capacitive proximity sensors (CPSs) are ubiquitous because of their simple design, low cost
and low consumption. Capacitive displacement sensing, as one of the three sensing modalities, works
for long distance and can be unitized to measure more physical quantities compared with capacitive
volume and deformation sensing. In this paper, we firstly introduce the concept of capacitive displacement
sensing. After that, we present applications of capacitive displacement sensing under three broad categories:
distance measurements, indirect measurements, and the applications applied in smart environments. Finally,
we discuss the challenges and possible solutions for CPSs development. We show that both the detection
range and accuracy of CPS can be improved by multi-sensor fusion, and the application scenarios can be
extensive through machine/deep learning approaches. We aim to provide a comprehensive, and state-of-the-
art review of the capacitive displacement sensing, and inspire more researchers and developers to find wide
application perspectives.

INDEX TERMS Capacitive proximity sensor (CPS), capacitive displacement sensing, distance measure-
ment, indirect measurement, smart environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
Proximity detection is an important measurement task that
detects the information of nearby objects without physical
contacts. A proximity sensor often looks for the change
in the field of electromagnetic (capacitive sensor, electro-
static sensor, magnetic sensor) or electromagnetic radiation
(infrared) or light (visual Sensor) to perceive the objects.
Compared with other proximity sensors, capacitive sensors
offer many desirable properties, e.g. low cost, low energy
consumption [1], and flexible and variable structure design.
Especially in smart environment applications, CPSs have an
important portion thanks to these desired properties. Figure 1
shows the growing number of publications that involve CPS
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over the past two decades. From 1998 to 2018, the annual
growth of publications on peer review was 17% on average.

CPSs use electric fields to detect objects with different
sensing modalities. The sensor response results from the
change in dielectric constant around the working electrodes,
or the change of relative position between the working
electrodes, or between the object and the working elec-
trodes which is the dividing basis of the sensing modalities.
As shown in Figure 2, CPSs in displacement sensingmodality
can detect the objects at a large distance and also measure
more physical quantities compared with capacitive volume
and deformation sensing. Volume sensing can be applied
in measurements of dielectric constant, gas component, rel-
ative humidity, voltages or imaging. Deformation sensing
and displacement sensing can be not only used for direct
measurements (e.g. linear or angular displacement), but also
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FIGURE 1. The increasing number of publications in capacitive sensors
from 1998 to 2018. (Data from Google scholar advanced search: allintitle:
‘‘capacitive sensor’’.

FIGURE 2. Working distance and measurement physical quantities of the
there sensing modalities.

for indirect measurements (e.g. force, speed, acceleration
and so on). In addition, in displacement sensing modality,
CPSs can be unitized to classify materials and recognize the
surface profiles of objects based on object distance features.
However, the precise theoretical model is much challenging
in this sensing modality. Besides, the nonlinear relationship
between capacitance and object distance leads to difficulties
in precise measurements. In recent years, the development
of machine/deep learning approaches has provided another
perspective to remarkable breakthroughs and research possi-
bilities. This paper focuses on capacitive displacement sens-
ing in actual measurements using machine/deep learning
approaches.
• Difference from other related reviews

Several reviews on capacitive sensors have been published
in recent years [3]–[8]. Their focuses are summarized as
follows:

1. Design of Multi-channel Fringing Electric Field Sen-
sors for Imaging (Part I and II) [3], [4]: The authors
used two papers to summarize and analyze the figures of

merit of capacitive sensors, such as penetration depth, sig-
nal strength, measurement sensitivity, and imaging resolu-
tion. These papers provided intuitive guidelines for sensor
design.

2. Planar capacitive sensors-designs and applica-
tions [5]: This review helps readers build a basic knowledge
hierarchy of planar capacitive sensors, such as ‘‘what is a
planar capacitive sensor?’’, ‘‘what are the operation modes,
how do they work, and where are the pros and cons of each
operation mode?’’ and ‘‘what are the factors influencing the
sensitivity distribution of a planar capacitive sensor’’.

3. A review of nanometer resolution position sensors:
Operation and performance [6]: This paper reviewed the
state-of-the-art in nanometer resolution position sensing tech-
nologies, including resistive, piezoelectric and piezoresis-
tive strain sensors, capacitive sensors, electrothermal sensors,
eddy current sensors. It presents an analysis of the principle,
the readout circuits, the linearity error and the electronic noise
for readers.

4. Advances in capacitive, eddy current, and magnetic
displacement sensors and corresponding interfaces [7]:
This paper presented the latest advances of capacitive, induc-
tive and magnetic sensors for displacement measurement
in micrometer, nanometer, and sub-nanometer scales. The
authors mainly discussed the MEMS capacitive displacement
sensors and the relative interface/readout circuits.

5. Finding common ground: a survey of capacitive
sensing in human-computer interaction [8]: After years of
development, capacitive sensing has been used for human-
computer interaction and has become ubiquitous on mobile,
wearable, and stationary devices for interaction. This review
summarized the taxonomy (e.g., active vs. passive sensing
and operating modes) for capacitive sensing and discussed
the ongoing research challenges, and grouped the 193 past
papers by application scenarios, and helped readers to find
possible future applications in the field of human-computer
interaction.

In this paper, we will review the literature on CPS in
displacement sensing modality and give an overview: from
the related definition, to the physical functioning principles.
We will group the applications of capacitive displacement
sensing according to measurements of physical quantities.
We will pay particular attention to the most recent advance-
ments based on machine or deep learning approaches. The
review is to contribute a useful framework of capacitive dis-
placement sensing to save time and efforts for researchers and
developers, and to inspire them to find the wide application
perspectives.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the basic knowledge of capacitive displacement
sensing. Section III describes the three broad categories of the
applications. Some recent advancements and innovations will
be reviewed and highlighted. In section IV, we present the
challenges and give an outlook for the possible future ones.
Finally, we conclude the review.
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FIGURE 3. Sensitive modalities: (a) volume sensing, (b) deformation
sensing and (c) displacement sensing [9].

II. BACKGROUND
A. DEFINITION OF CAPACITIVE DISPLACEMENT SENSING
Capacitive sensing based on capacitive coupling is a tech-
nology that can detect and measure anything that is conduc-
tive or has a dielectric constant different from the air [10].
For the sensing modality, a CPS is sensitive to the change in
dielectric constant or distance between the electrodes, or the
electrodes and the objects. Therefore, capacitive sensing can
be divided into three types according to sensing modal-
ity: volume sensing, deformation sensing and displacement
sensing.

(1) Volume sensing: In this sensing modality, the measured
capacitance varies with the shape, size, dielectric constant
of the object, or the change of the electric field generated
by the object itself. Several representative applications in
this sensing modality have been proposed, such as electri-
cal capacitance tomography (ECT) [11], capacitive gas sen-
sor [12], [13], capacitive humidity sensor [14], capacitive
voltage sensor [15], [16], and so on.

For example, ECT is primarily used for non-invasive
imaging by determination of the dielectric permittivity dis-
tribution within inaccessible domains from capacitance mea-
surements [17]. Capacitive gas sensors are able to sense many
gas like H2, O2, NO2, NH3. The sensors covered with gas
sensitive materials are dominated by tracking the change in
the dielectric property of the sensing layer upon gas adsorp-
tion [18]. Similarly, capacitive humidity sensors are sensi-
tive to the dielectric constant of the sensing layer variations
with relative humidity. Capacitive voltage sensors measure
the electric field around the charged conductors and thereby
determine the potentials on the conductors [16].

(2) Deformation sensing: Here, the capacitance changes
caused by the deformation of the electrodes are utilized to
measure angle [19], displacement [20], force [21], accelera-
tion [22], muscle action for interaction [23] and so on.

FIGURE 4. Capacitive proximity sensor (CPS) [29].

Capacitive deformation sensing is grounded on the rota-
tions or the movements between the sensors’ electrodes
that can be used to measure angular or linear displace-
ments. Moreover, according to the structural properties of
the electrodes or some transformation relations between the
electrode deformation and the measured physical quantities,
it is straightforward to derive the force, the acceleration
on the electrodes or the actions as muscle moves from the
displacements.

(3) Displacement sensing: As the object being sensed
moves a distance from the electrodes, the capacitance
changes. The representative applications working in this
modality are detections of displacement, distance [24], loca-
tion [25], movement orientation [27] and human-computer
interaction [28].

Capacitive displacement sensing can be used for non-
contact measurements of displacement, distance and position,
but the detection range of a CPS is affected by the dimension
and dielectric constant of the object. Furthermore, when sev-
eral electrodes are arranged in a regular pattern, we can obtain
the location, movement orientation of the object, and some
interactive intentions represented by the movement trajecto-
ries of a human body according to the different influences of
the object on the electrodes from the object distances.

B. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The good design of a CPS relies on understanding of the
fundamental principles, and the trade-offs of sensitivity, reso-
lution and signal strength. The sensor structure can influence
ameasurement, thus it is important to optimize the electrodes’
parameters to obtain the highest design priority for a practical
application. Therefore some knowledge on the capacitive
sensing theory is required.

Conventionally, a traditional capacitor is in the form of a
pair of parallel electrodes with a dielectric in between them.
A voltage difference applied between the two electrodes
results in an electric field between them. This electric field
exists not just directly between the electrodes, but extends the
area of the overlap. The extended field is known as a fringe
field. In general, the fringe field for a parallel electrode capac-
itor can be neglected as long as the distance between elec-
trodes is much less than the electrode dimensions. When the
electrodes gradually open up, the electric field is expanded
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FIGURE 5. Mirror charges [31]. When the conducting object is far larger than the electrodes in
terms of size, the object can be regarded as a perfectly conducting plane and the two
electrodes can be considered two point charges (Qt and −Qt represent the transmit electrode
and its mirror of the transmit electrode, Qr and −Qr represent the receive electrode and the
mirror of the receive electrode). Where d denotes the shorter distance between the object and
the two electrodes, s represents the electrode gap, and θ is the angle between the electrode
plane and the surface of the object.

into a wider space. A CPS is formed when the fringe field
becomes predominant between the electrodes [5]. However,
the existing formulations for fringe field often result in com-
plicated mathematical models from which it is difficult to
accurately calculate a given CPS [26].

In capacitive displacement sensing modality, as an object
approaches a CPS, the relative change in capacitance between
a single electrode and ground (self-capacitance as shown in
the left side of Figure 4) or between two electrodes (mutual-
capacitance as shown in the right side of Figure 4) is mea-
sured. In the self-capacitance mode, the object is regarded
as a virtual electrode. Therefore, the sensor can be modeled
as a parallel capacitor between the electrode and the object.
The relationship between the self capacitance and the object
distance can be approximately estimated as:

Cself−capacitance =
εrε0A
d

. (1)

However, in the mutual-capacitance mode, CPSs are
susceptible to the variations in the shape, size, material, and
relative position of the objects, thus it is difficult to derive a
specific expression with these objective parameters. In gen-
eral, modeling for CPS is concerned with the simplified fea-
tures of the objects or the electrodes. For instance, the object
is simplified as an infinite plane or the electrodes are regarded
as point particles (or point mass). Although many capacitive
systems have multiple transmit/receive electrodes, only a pair
of transmit and receive electrodes is used for modeling to
simplify the models for analysis. There are three methods
for modeling of the proximity sensor: the method of images,
the method of conformal map, and the method of solution
of Laplace’s equation. This section introduces these three
modelling methods.

1) METHOD OF IMAGES
The method of images is a basic mathematical tool in electro-
statics, and it is used to visualize the electric field distribution
of a charge in the vicinity of a conducting surface [30].

Deng [31] used the method of images to model the target
approach process in his doctor’s thesis. The modeling process
is described below.

When the conducting object is far larger than the electrodes
in terms of size, so the object can be regarded as a perfectly
conducting plane and the two electrodes can be modeled as
two particles, Qt and Qr , and Qt = −Qr = Q. The charge
distribution is shown in Figure 5. Comparing the electric field
without the object, the potentials on the electrodes can be
calculated as:
ϕt = 8t −

Q
4πε0

(
1
2d
−

1
√
4d2 + 4ds sin θ + s2

)

ϕr=8r+
Q

4πε0
(

1
2(d+l sin θ )

−
1

√
4d2+4ds sin θ + s2

),

(2)

where d denotes the shorter distance between the object and
the two electrodes, and s represents the electrode gap, θ is
the angle between the electrode plane and the surface of the
object, and 8t and 8r are the potentials on the electrodes
without the object.

Further, the variation of potential difference with and
without the object can be written and simplified as:

1Vtr = (ϕt − ϕr )− Vtr ≈
Qs2

32πε0d3
(sin2θ + 1), (3)

where Vtr is the potential difference without the object.
According to Q = CV , equation (3) can be expressed as:

1Ctr
Ctr
=

Ctrs2

32πε0d3
(sin2 θ + 1). (4)

where 1Ctr and Ctr are the capacitance variation and the
capacitance between the electrodes, respectively.

According to the transformed relationship of mirror charge
between conductor and non-conductor [32], (4) becomes:

1Ctr =
C2
trs

2

32πε0d3
εt − ε0

εt + ε0
(sin2 θ + 1), (5)

where εt is the dielectric constant of the object.
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FIGURE 6. Conformal map technique [34]. (Left) Coplanar structure. (Right) Equivalent parallel
structure- result of mapping into a sandwich capacitor without fringing fields. Where s and l
are the electrode gap and the sensor length, K (k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind, k is the modulus of the eliptic integral, and εr denotes the dielectric constant of the
medium.

Equation (5) shows the relationships between the sensitiv-
ity, which is also known as the rate of capacitance change,
and the sensor geometry. It is seen that the sensitivity is
determined by the sensor geometrical parameters: increasing
the electrode gap s or reducing the distance d can result
in higher sensitivity, and the object with a higher dielectric
constant also can cause higher sensitivity.

2) METHOD OF THE CONFORMAL MAP
For a coplanar capacitor, the formula for calculating
the capacitance is difficult to obtain. But if we transform the
coplanar capacitor to a parallel capacitor and preserve the
orientation and angles locally, the calculation will become
simple [33]. The conformal map can provide a good way of
solving this transformation. The detailed analysis is presented
in [34]. As depicted in Figure 6, the electrode gap is s and the
sensor length is l. The mutual capacitance between the two
electrodes is given as:

C =
ε0εr

2
· F(k); F(k) =

K (k ′)
K (k)

; k =
s
l
; k ′ =

√
1− k2,

(6)

where k represents the modulus of the elliptic integral, and
K (k) denotes the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
Further, F(k) can be simplified as:

F(k) =
K (k ′)
K (k)

=


π−1 ln[2

1+ (1− k2)
0.25

1− (1− k2)0.25
] for k2 ≤ 0.5

π ln[2
1+ k0.5

1− k0.5
] for k2 ≥ 0.5,

(7)

Equation (7) has a complex form, so Novak et al. in [35]
further analyzed and concluded the sensing principle of
capacitive sensor. They refined two modes in which the
electrodes may be electrically excited: even mode and odd
mode [36]. Odd mode is characterized by driving the elec-
trodes with the same time-varying potential, while the odd
mode is excited by the signals with a 180◦ phase shift between
them. When the thickness of an infinitely long and flat elec-
trode is much less than the width, the mutual capacitance per
unit length may be expressed as the difference between the

total even and odd mode capacitances, as written in equations
(8)∼(9):

Cmutual(s, d) =
1
2
[Codd(s, d)− Ceven(s, d)], (8)

when

Codd(s, d) =
s
d
−

2
π
ln[sinh(

πs
2d

)]ε0εr , and

Ceven(s, d) =
s
d
−

2
π
ln[cosh(

πs
2d

)]ε0εr . (9)

For the details on the even and odd mode capacitances,
please refer to [35].

For equations (6)∼(8), it can be found that the mutual
capacitance effectively increases with reducing the electrode
gap s or increasing the sensor length l.

3) METHOD OF THE SOLUTION OF LAPLACE’S EQUATION
The idea behind this method is that the solution of Laplace’s
equation gives the electric potential distribution from which
the fringe capacitance between electrodes bounding the field
can be calculated. Chen and Luo [37] presented a proximity
detection model with a ring-shaped sensor which structures
with one inner circular and one outer annular electrode are
shown in Figure 7(a). The radii of the inner circular and the
outer annular electrodes are R1 and R2, the electrode gap is s.
For the sensing space between the electrode surface and the
object surface, and the space-charge density is zero. Thus the
solution of Laplace’s equation can be written as:

∇
2V (x, y, z) = 0, (10)

where V (x, y, z) denotes the electric field of the sensing
space. The Laplace’s equation in the cylindrical coordinate
system has the form:

∂2V
∂r2
+

1
r
∂V
∂r
+
∂2V
∂z2
= 0, (11)

where r , ϕ, z are the three coordinates, respectively. Since the
volumes and boundary conditions are axially symmetrical,
V (x, y, z) is irrelevant to the coordinate of ϕ, and can be
written as a sum of products of functions of r and z as:

V (r, z) = R(r)Z (z), (12)
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Substituting equation (12) into equation (13), we can
obtain: 

1
R(r)

d2R
dr2
+

1
rR(r)

dR
dr
= η2

1
Z (r)

d2Z
dz2
= −η2,

(13)

where η is the eigenvalues of the differential equation (11).

FIGURE 7. Schematic drawing of the proximity sensor with ring-shaped
sensor pattern [37]: (a) Top and cross-sectional view of the sensor. The
ring- shaped sensor is comprise of one inner circular and one outer
annular electrode separated by an annular insulator. (b) Cross section of
the sensor with cylindrical coordinate system. Two regions which specify
the boundary conditions are shown: Region I (R1 < r < R1 + s) and
Region II (R1 + s < r < R2). Where S is the electrode gap, and R1 and R2
are the radii of the inner circular and the outer annular electrodes.

To obtain a closed-form solution for the sensor model,
the boundary conditions with two regions (as shown in
Figure 7(b)) are that: Region I (R1 < r < R1+ s) and Region
II (R1 + s < r < R2). The electric potentials on the surfaces
of transmit and receive electrode and the outer surface are V0,
0, and 0, respectively. Thus the electric potentials in the two
regions using the properties of the modified Bessel functions
can be obtained. Moreover, we know that a capacitance also
can be calculated as:

C =
ε0εr

V

∫∫
A

∂V (r, z)
∂z

|zdA, (14)

According equation (14), the mutual capacitance can be
carried out:

Cf = 4R1ε0εr
π (R1 + S)

d

∞∑
n=1

I1(
nπR1
d )

I1(
nπR2
d )

· {I1(
nπR2
d

) · K1[
nπ (R1 + S)

d
]− K1(

nπR2)
d

)}, (15)

or

Cf = 4R1ε0εr (ρ1 + ρs)
∞∑
n=1

I1(nρ1)
I1(nρ2)

· {I1(nρ2)

· K1[n(ρ1 + ρS )]− I1[n(ρ1+ρS )]K1(nρ2)}. (16)

where ρ1 =
πR1
d , ρ2 =

πR2
d , and ρS = πS

d . I1(x) and
K1(x) are the first-order modified Bessel functions of the first
and second kind. I1(x) = I ′0(x) and K1(x) = K ′0(x), where

I0(x) =
∞∑
k=0

1

(k!)2
(
x
2
)
2k

K0(x) = −(ln
x
2
+ γ )I0(x)+

∞∑
k=0

1

(k!)2
(
x
2
)
2k k∑

l=1

1
l

(17)

More details of the derivation processes can be found in
References [37], [38].

For equation (17), it is difficult to directly observe the
change the regularity of the mutual capacitance with the
sensor geometrical parameters, but can be obtained the con-
clusions by analysis the properties of the modified Bessel
functions.

The three methods for modeling capacitive displacement
sensing have their unique features: The method of images
with a concise deduction reveals an association with the
sensor sensitivity and the sensor geometrical parameters,
however it ignores the impact of the electrodes’ size. The
method of the conformal map is suitable for modeling prox-
imity sensors with any electrode shape, but the calculation is
complicated. Although the sensing model using the method
of solution of Laplace’s equation has a closed-form solution
only when the sensor shape is a ring, drawing on the strength
of the processing power of computers can be simulated the
sensor with any electrode shape based on this method.

Despite the fact that these theoretical analyzes are pro-
duced with some idealized assumptions and strict bound-
ary conditions, and the responses on capacitance cannot
be precisely expressed due to a variety of affected factors
(e.g. the parasitic effects for the environment), thesemodeling
methods can help readers to fully understand the principle
of capacitive displacement sensing from three different ways,
and also can provide a guideline for parameter optimization
of sensor during design process.

III. APPLICATIONS
CPSs in displacement sensing modality are able to mea-
sure position and displacement with high accuracies. Besides
measuring displacement/distance, capacitive displacement
sensing is also being intended for measurements of physical
quantities, like pressure, speed, acceleration, angle, vibration,
even interactive intents. These applications belong to the
category which they rely on the same principle: sensing the
change in the position of objects. CPSs offers an effective,
less expensive and reliable alternative since they are inexpen-
sive, robust, flexible and easy to manufacture [39].

The applications of capacitive displacement sensing can be
divided into two main categories according to whether the
measured physical quantity is directly measured or not: dis-
placement/distancemeasurements (direct measurements) and
indirect measurements. Also, with the rising development of
the applications in smart environments, we especially group
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FIGURE 8. Capacitive displacement/distance sensor system.

the relative applications into one category. In this section,
we will review the state of the art applications in these three
categories successively.

A. CAPACITIVE DISPLACEMENT SENSING FOR
DISPLACEMENT/DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Capacitive displacement/distance sensors use the electrical
property of ‘‘capacitance’’ to make displacement or distance
measurements and have been widely used in several indus-
tries applications for many decades. Figure 8 shows how a
capacitive sensor works for displacement or distance mea-
surement, and also reveals the performance parameters and
the respective conditions on which they depend. For instance,
the linear range relies on probe/electrode shape, size as well
as electrode gap [5], [40], [41]; detection range dependents
on sensing area, probe/electrode shape, target size, and driver
as well; resolution and sensitivity rely on the same condi-
tions as detection range [3]–[5], [40], [41]. Note that the
driver includes excitation form (i.e. amplitude, frequency and
waveform of excitation signal) and interface circuit (e.g. LC
resonance locking circuit [43], charge-discharge circuit [44],
capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC) [45], AC-based cir-
cuit [46], etc.). Several reviews [3]–[5] of CPS concluded the
sensor features. We will review the milestone detectors which
are applied in novel applications or used with novel detection
approaches.

CPSs can be used not only as linear displacement meters
but also as distance detectors for non-precision tasks.

1) LINEAR DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS
IN PRECISION APPLICATIONS
A CPSs can detect objects with a high distance accuracy
in a small range because there is an approximated linear
region near the origin in capacitance measurement [37]. Nolt-
ingk [48] firstly introduced CPSs and demonstrated the linear
range varies with electrode gap. Smith et al. [49] used finite
element analysis (FEA) to successfully predict corrected
sensitivities and nonlinear residuals for spherical targets.

Vallance et al. [50] introduced means of parametric numer-
ical calculations based on FEA to modify one of the pre-
sented models with a polynomial correcting factor to obtain
a better accurate estimation of the sensing capacitance.
Addabbo et al. [24] extended the study for CPS design and
provided a comparison of the three-electrode shape, i.e. Ring-
shaped, rectangular and multi-electrodes. The experiments
concluded that the ring-shaped sensor and the rectangular
sensor are better than the multi-electrode sensor in terms
of linear range. A typical commercial capacitive displace-
ment sensor product commonly employs the self-capacitance
mode: a sensing electrode and guard ring enclosed within
a grounded sensor body. High-performance commercial dis-
placement sensor products use small sensing surfaces to
detect the targets positioned close to them and have typical
sensing ranges from 0.05 to 20 mm. A summary of the
detailed operation principle and error analysis performed
in [6] is contained in Section 3.4.

Non-contact capacitive gap/clearance sensors have been
used in the gap/clearancemeasurements which are essentially
the detection of the relative linear displacement between two
components. These gaps or clearances are generally found in
a wide variety of applications from attaching wings to aircraft
and measuring the blade tip clearance of turbine engines to
detecting gaps in the processes of metallurgy, coating, extru-
sion and laminating composite materials [56]–[61]. Optimum
running clearance ensures safe engine operation and better
specific fuel consumption indirectly [56]. However, hostile
work environment, poor performance and high costs make
several measurement methods impossible to apply. Capaci-
tive sensor systems are perfectly satisfactory to the require-
ments of these tasks because the capacitive sensors are small,
simple, and have high detection capability. In [56]–[61], some
capacitive gap/clearance sensors with different accuracies
are proposed. Table 1 lists various well-characterized and
reported linear displacement sensors.

2) LONG-DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS IN
NON-PRECISION APPLICATIONS
When the object is measured at a large distance, the capacitive
sensor’s output is probably nonlinear with the object distance
that results in increasing measurement errors. Despite the
nonlinearity in capacitive distance measurements, it is impor-
tant but not critical in non-precision applications. Capacitive
sensing offers many advantages (e.g. insensitive to lighting,
audible noise, the colour, surface and texture of the object),
and allows a relatively large area of coverage, that makes it
suitable for use in industrial contactless object detections.

Robot tactile and proximity sensors, the successful appli-
cations of capacitive sensing, are the devices to acquire prox-
imity information of objects or obstacles for preventing from
any possible accidental collisions or achieving a series of
grasping actions [63]–[66]. In general, a dual-mode capaci-
tive sensor consisted of two electrode layers is employed to
implement the tactile and proximity capability: the top layer
is utilized as proximity sensor while the top and bottom layers
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TABLE 1. Summary of Capacitive linear displacement sensors.

FIGURE 9. Capacitive proximity and tactile sensor [63], [64].

form a tactile sensor with capacitive deformation sensing as
shown in Figure 9. In [67], the tactile sensing is implemented
by pressing the cover upon the surface of the sensor when a
normal force is applied to it.

These researches mainly focused on object detections in
vertical direction. Some other studies proposed prototypes
of CPS for displacement measurements in other directions.
In [68], a coplanar capacitive sensor is employed to mea-
sure horizontal displacement. In [27], four capacitive sensing
elements are assembled on the four sides of a cube that is
used to detect the proximity of objects at different positions
and directions. To decrease the crosstalk, each capacitive
sensing structure is connected to an inductive element to
form resonance at different frequencies. In [69], Lü et al.
proposed a novel co-planar sensor which consisted of a cir-
cular driving electrode, and four sensing electrodes around
the driving electrode. The four sensing electrodes are sym-
metrically distributed and used to identify direction of the
approaching object. In [70], Ye et al. utilized a large-scale
capacitive sensors to detect the small high-speed ( whose
speeds exceed 1000 m/s) moving targets from different direc-
tions. Unlike the previous applications, the surface area of
the sensor is much greater than that of the target so that the
measured distance is affected by the sensitivity distribution
of a single sensor. They compared the sensitivity distribution
homogeneity of four electrode shapes, and concluded that the
spiral and comb shape have better performance on sensitivity

distribution homogeneity than the circular and rectangular
shape.

In addition, others [66], [71]–[73] realized a multi-sensor
fusion scheme to make up for each sensor’s disadvantages.
Capacitive sensors are sensitive to both metallic and dielec-
tric (non-metallic) objects and lack of detection distance.
Thus, they combined with some different sensor techniques
(e.g. camera video sensor [71], temperature sensor [66],
inductive sensor [72], [73], ultrasonic sensor [74], and so on),
that is capable of optimizing the probability of discrimina-
tion between metallic and dielectric objects (combined with
camera video sensor and inductive sensor), and improving
the detection range (combined with temperature sensor and
ultrasonic sensor).

These aforementioned approaches for object distance mea-
surements have used conventional data analysis methods,
which are data fitting. However, there are some drawbacks
to conventional measurement methods based on data fitting
approach. Firstly, owing to nonlinearity relationship between
capacitance change and object distance, the measurements
are carried out with large errors, especially in the nonlinearity
range of the CPS. Secondly, conventional methods can only
obtain high measurement accuracy when measuring a target
in a specified direction. Thirdly, existing conventional meth-
ods mainly focus on the distance measurements for given
targets, not for unknown targets.

In [75], a 4 × 4 electrode matrix yielding 16 independent
electrodes is used to improve the spatial resolution. Three
configurations are employed to measure the vertical distance
and track the parallel motion. As shown in Figure 10, the three
configurations are that: Type I represents a comb electrode
structure, Type II is grouped into two equal halves, and
Type III utilizes only the two most remote electrode strips as
transmitter and receiver. Quantitative regression models are
built to detect an object with a resolution of 3 cm.

Recently, machine/deep learning tends to overcome those
downsides. Ziraknejad et al. [76] first introduced a BP
feed-forward neural network approach using Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm to measure vehicle occupant’s head
position for self-contained autonomous and adaptive head
restraint positioning system (as shown in Figure 11). A three-
sensor configuration applied in themeasurement system is set
in a form of an inverted ‘‘Y’’ with equal angular orientations
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FIGURE 10. Three configurations for distance measurement [75].
‘‘T’’: transmitter; ‘‘R’’: Receiver; ‘‘G’’: Grounded. The same letters represent
the electrodes connected together.

FIGURE 11. CPS for measurement of vehicle occupant’s head
position [76]. (Left) Data collection experimental test bed. (Right) Front
view of the coordinate system assignment for the Y-shaped sensor
arrangement.

FIGURE 12. The two class capacitors in [77]: (Left) single electrode
sensors (E00-E15) and (Right) 4-combined electrode sensors (qE00-qE05,
four adjacent electrodes make up a large electrode.).

of 120◦. The three independent capacitive proximity ratios
(c1, c2, c3) with time t are used to form the input variable
vector Ct = [C1t C2t C3t ]T while the measured occupant’s
head coordinates Xt = [xt yt zt ]T are used to form the
output variable vector of the network with two hidden layers.
This neural network approach offers high accuracy and can
estimate the 3-D head position in real-time with a mean
Euclidean distance error of 0.33 cm.

Hein et al. [77] proposed another machine learning
approach: the distance classification artificial neural network
(ANN) with 3 hidden layers for evaluating distance measure-
ments. Two sensor modules with 2 × 8 electrodes are used
as sensing elements. The two-class capacitors, single elec-
trode sensors (E00-E16) and 4-combined electrode sensors
(qE00-qE05), are fed to the neuronal work. The experiment
results show the distances close to the sensor can be distin-
guished quite good, but far distances led to misclassifications.

These machine learning approaches are relatively accurate
for given targets in any positions in the sensing area, but the
relative researches for unknown targets, the third downside
of conventional measurement methods, have not yet been
reported.

B. CAPACITIVE DISPLACEMENT SENSING FOR
INDIRECT MEASUREMENTS
In addition to displacement/distance measurements,
capacitive displacement sensing can be used in indirect mea-
surements. More specifically, we can employ the position
information of objects to measure other physical quantities,
like force, pressure, title, speed, angle, and so on.

FIGURE 13. Capacitive force sensor based on (a) deformation sensing,
and (b) displacement sensing.

CPSs can detect external deformations occurred on targets,
and they are developed to perceive external pressure or force.
As shown in Figure 13, when an object is applying force to
the deformable layer, decreasing the distance by deforming
the deformable layer that results in a higher sensor value.
There are two testing modes: deformation sensing and dis-
placement sensing. Compared with the two testing modes,
the former offers a higher sensitivity, and the latter is sim-
pler to implement in structure design and electrical connec-
tion. Besides, for the displacement sensing, the measurement
results are affected by the dielectric membrane properties,
which include thickness, material and geometry. In practical
applications, the capacitive pressure/force sensor is imple-
mented on Printed Circuit Board (PCB) or Flexible Printed
Circuit Board (FPCB) substrate and covered with conductive
fabric [79] or polyimide or elastomeric material [80], [81]
which is as deformation layer. Normally, to obtain a high sen-
sitivity, good resolution and linear response, the deformation
layer is assembled in the linear range of CPS. The sensitivity
of the capacitive pressure/force sensor is also impacted by the
elastic coefficient of the deformation layer.
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TABLE 2. Summary of Capacitive distance sensors.

FIGURE 14. Capacitive tilt sensors. (a) The sensor covered with a PDMS
(polydimethlysiloxane) membrane can perceive the tilt angle, which is
caused by the pressure from the conductive balls upon the PDMS
membrane [82]. (b) A metallic ball is placed in a plastic tube which is
fixed on a capacitive sensor, and the tilt angle can be determined by the
analysis from the capacitive variance trends and the capacitance
variations [83].

With similar measurement method of capacitive force sen-
sor mentioned above, Karuthedath and Schwesinger [82]
used a capacitive sensor to perceive the tilt angle of
the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane (as shown in
Figure 14(a)). Lee et al. [83] proposed another tilt angle mea-
surement approach (as shown in Figure 14(b)). Ametallic ball
is placed in a plastic tubewhich is fixed on a capacitive sensor.
With themetallic ball rolls in the plastic tube, the capacitances
C1, C2 (C1 is the capacitance between the left electrode
and the metallic ball, and C2 is the capacitance between the
left electrode and the metallic ball) vary with the distances

between the electrodes and metallic ball changes. But the
capacitance variations move in opposite directions, i.e. as
one increases the other decreases. Thus, the tilt angle can
be determined by the analysis from the capacitive variance
trends and the capacitance variations.

In [84]–[86], segment cylindrical capacitive sensors are
used to measure the radial and axial error motion of rotating
machinery. In [87], capacitive probes are used to measure the
aspheric surface.

FIGURE 15. CPS for detection of microdroplet size and speed [88].

In [88], a CPS with interdigital fingers is used for detection
of microdroplet size and speed (as shown in Figure 15).When
a droplet enters the sensing region the capacitance signal
increases, and then quickly saturates as it is completely in the
sensing region for a time

a
t until it leaves. The saturation

signal strength,
a
Cs, is used to measure the size of the

droplet, while the saturation time is employed to calculate the
speed of the droplet using the formula v =

a
x/

a
t .

Anandan and George [89] utilized a new sensor to measure
both linear and angular displacements. Two fixed pairs of
semi-hollow cylinder electrodes surround a cylindrical shaft,
which is free to move along its axis or rotate about its axis.
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FIGURE 16. CPS for material type identification based on the deviations
varied with object distances in the readings taken at different sensor
drive frequencies [90].

In these applications, there is an exact function between
the distance changes and the measured parameters.
Another side applications of indirect measurement technique
regards measurements based on object distance features.
Kirchner et al. [90] presented a capacitive displacement
sensing system for material type identifications (as shown
in Figure 16). The material type of planar patches are clas-
sified by the deviations varied with object distances in the
readings taken at different sensor drive frequencies based
on a supervised learning scheme. In this work, the obtained
average classification accuracy is approximately 94% in
clear air and reduced 6% in air heavily laden with particles.
Osadcuks and Pecka [91] also used capacitive proximity
sensingmethod to recognize fruit or vegetable. In [75], a 4×4
electrode array is configured to eight sensing capacitances.
These capacitance values are grouped into eight-dimensional
input vectors of a support vector machine for profile recog-
nition. Combined with machine/deep learning approaches,
conceived sensor systems based on object distance features
will be more widely employed for indirect measurements.
Table 3 lists various parameters using capacitive displace-
ment sensing.

TABLE 3. Summary of Capacitive displacement sensing for indirect
measurements.

C. CAPACITIVE DISPLACEMENT SENSING IN
SMART ENVIRONMENTS
The idea to build a smart environment with embedded smart
devices that make the room perceive physical state and

activities within. In a smart environment, user routines and
information processes may seamlessly interact with each
other that lets inhabitants’ lives more comfortable [92]. CPSs
can be unobtrusively applied, or even provide information
when hidden from sight [1]. In the past years, various research
groups have been using this sensor category to create singular
applications in this domain. Figure 17 depicts how capacitive
sensing systemworks for human interaction in smart environ-
ments. A physical world interwoven with sensors, actuators,
and computational elements and etc, embedded seamlessly
in our daily lives that creates a smart environment. Interac-
tive devices are seamlessly embedded with CPSs capable of
sensing distance, orientation, movement, identity, trajectory,
and location. Data processing part (computational elements)
is a unit that achieve data acquisition and processing. The
realization process is as follows:

First, the CPSs capture the disturbance of the electric field
caused by human body (e.g. hand, foot, eye, and etc.), and
then the raw signals of the CPSs are measured by measur-
ing circuit. Second, the signals involved with the interactive
information (e.g. distance, orientation, movement, identity,
trajectory, and location) are processed using signal process-
ing approaches and/or machine/deep learning approaches
(e.g. HiddenMarkovModel(HMM), Dynamic TimeWarping
(DTW), Supper Vector Machine (SVM), Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN), and so on). At last, the human actives
are monitored or the interactive responses associated with
the human interactive intentions are activated. Note that the
capacitance changes caused by object distance change or the
distance features of the measured object both can be utilized
to accomplish preset tasks in these applications.

On the following pages, we will give a detailed overview of
the applications of CPSs in smart environments, and establish
a classification in comparison to several existing publications.

1) GESTURE RECOGNITION AND POSTURE TRACKING
Capacitive touchscreens are ubiquitous input devices of
gesture sensing for human-computer interaction, and they
are usually performed by applying a matrix of rows and
columns of conductive material. A voltage is applied to
the rows or columns, and the touch location can be deter-
mined by accurately measuring the voltage in the other axis
at each individual point on the grid. Somewhat differently,
the row-column type of electrode fabrication is difficulty
employed in CPS systems for long-distance sensing. In early
gesture recognition systems, some simple interactive forms
(e.g., motion [93], approach [94], [95], swiping [96], [97])
are exhibited.

Extending the perceptional capabilities of capacitive inter-
active technology, recent works have been focused on more
complex interactive ways.

Tracking the hand position can be obtained motion tra-
jectories, then 2D gesture graphs are performed to inter-
act. A n×m electrode array is usually used as the sensing
component, and the hand position in xy-coordinates can
be calculated by a linear weighted summation of sensor
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FIGURE 17. An illustration of a smart environment based on CPSs.

positions for any number of sensors (N ), multiplied by their
capacitance (c) [98]–[100]:

x̂ =
N∑
i=1

cixi/
N∑
i=1

ci

ŷ =
N∑
i=1

ciyi/
N∑
i=1

ci.

(18)

Ye et al. [101] used1c to replace c in the above equation for
eliminating the calculation error caused by the influence of
electrode position, which can lead to the differences among
the initial capacitances. Nelson et al. [99], [100] proposed the
two gesture recognition algorithms, DTW and an algorithm
combined with HMM and DTW, to recognize the EdgeWrite
gestures which are alphanumeric gestures. Endres et al. [102]
used DTW for recognition of 2D Microgestures for drivers.

3D gesture interaction is added the information of z posi-
tion to improve users’ interaction experiences. Some sim-
ple gesture interactions were explored in existing works,
e.g. multi-hand zoom and rotation gestures or hand grasp-
ing [103]–[107], push or pull [108].

Except for hands, a human can interact with other sen-
sory ways, like eyes, feet or other parts of the body.
Rantanen et al. [109], [110] utilized a CPS to detect frown-
ing and lifting eyebrows for gaze tracking. Frank and
Kuijper [111], [112] used a four-electrode CPS system to
distinguish four feet gestures, i.e. heel rotation, heel tap, toe
tap and toe rotation.

Also, gestures not only can be recognized through the
motion trajectories, but also can be classified using the
capacitive signals caused by the user’s actions. Chu et al.
[113]–[116] and Chu and Yang [117] presented four recog-
nition algorithms based neural network, i.e. adaptive fuzzy

neural network (AFNN), recursive sine cosine base func-
tion neural network (RSCNN), recursive back propagation
neural network (RBPNN), and recursive Chebyshev neural
network (RCNN), to recognize the gesture signals based
on CPSs. In [118], M. Oliveira et al. analyzed the signals
detected from the two pair of capacitive sensors in time and
frequency domains to recognize four motor activities of the
hand and wrist (i.e., radial and ulnar deviation, flexion and
extension). Braun et al. [119] presented a new method for
gesture recognition. They used the geometric positions of the
sensors and the capacitance values for a period of time to
generate a frame of the capacitive image, and then utilized a
SVM to classify the gesture performed by these consecutive
images.

Posture tracking plays a role in human activity supervi-
sion or posture adjustment. Capacitive systems for posture
tracking, which mainly capture static postures, are different
from that for gesture recognition. In [120], wall embedded
with a CPS with large size is used to detect the postures
of standing and fully crouching. In [1], [112], [121]–[124],
the whole-body movements and postures are recognized by
capacitive proximity sensing equipped on furniture such as
couch and bed. In [76], [125], capacitive proximity sens-
ing is constructed for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) for identifying the occupant posture and tracking
the motion of occupant. They were respectively used neural
networks and deep learning networks to train sensor position
data to achieve higher accuracies of occupant position classi-
fication.

Based on the above analysis, we conclude the existing
interactive scenarios of smart environments using CPSs as
shown in Figure 18: using different body parts to interact with
the physical world through different actions.
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FIGURE 18. Using different body parts to interact with the physical world
through different actions.

2) INDOOR LOCALIZATION
Indoor localization is an important technology to be used
to locate objects or people inside a building. It is usually
required to identify the approximate position of the objects
without a high resolution in the environment, and offers some
information, including position, moving direction and speed.
Capacitive sensing approaches for indoor localization com-
monly involve placing several electrodes in self-capacitance
mode [126]–[129] or embedding crisscross electrodes in
mutual-capacitance mode [130]–[137].

In self-capacitance mode: Iqbal et al. [126] used a large
electrode (16 cm× 16 cm) to achieve a high detection dis-
tance (sensing up to 2 m). In [127], electrical wires, exist-
ing powerlines in house are used as the transmit nodes
in order to reduce the electronics. Tariq et al. [128] and
Akhmareh et al. [129] proposed a tagless indoor person local-
ization system. Four electrodes are positioned at the center of
each one of the four ‘‘walls’’ of the room, and 16 labelled
positions are estimated by the signals of the four sensors
using Machine learning (ML) classifiers. The results show
ML classifiers can effectively reduce the electrode number,
and mitigate sensor data variability and noise resulting from
the effect of the environment.

Inmutual-capacitancemode: crisscross electrodes are typi-
cally installed underneath floor [130]–[134] or attached to the
walls [135]–[137], and the positions of the user are locked by
the electrode whether the user is standing on or facing to.

3) USER IDENTIFICATION
Human body is unusual concerning their dielectric prop-
erties to the surrounding things and, moreover, the dielec-
tric properties differ from each other with age, wight and

hight. Capacitive sensing, therefore, can exploit the dielectric
properties for user identification. Pottier et al. [138], [139]
used the capacitance and the sensitivity variations varied with
distance to discriminate between human being and metallic
objects. Grosse-Puppendahl [134] used capacitance changes
varied with different persons when walking for identification.
Roukhami et al. [140] and Iqbal et al. [141] proposed a tagless
remote human identification system based on signatures of
capacitance variation with frequency for each person to iden-
tify different persons. In this method, a multilayer perceptron
neural network is used to train the abstract signatures of
persons. In [130], [137], indoor human identifications are
constructed by footstep detection based on capacitive sensor
array.

IV. CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL APPROACHES
Although CPSs are rapidly growing in the last decade due
to their desirable properties, some challenges still need to be
faced. The following challenges and potential approaches to
program implementation are discussed:

(1) Lack of interaction distance: The detection range
of a CPS strongly depends on the electrode size, thus
the electrodes need a certain size to enable detection at a
large distance. Lack of interaction distance may limit/restrict
the sensors’ utilization. The conventional approaches for
enhancing the detection range are increasing the electrode
size or improving the performance of the interface circuit,
but these efforts have limited effects. What’s more, there
is a trade-off of resolution and detection range in a sensor
array system. Current researches provide promising refer-
ences, such as combined with another detection techniques
(e.g. inductance sensor, ultrasonic) or fusion of multi detec-
tion techniques (e.g capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducer (CMUT) [142]). In addition, in [75], determinant
sensing configurations are used to perceive targets to replace
the usage of a pair of electrodes in a sensor array system.
This approach can obtain a high resolution and good detection
range. Meanwhile, it requires a faster response time of the
capacitance measuring circuit to meet real-time performance
requirement because the working electrodes are needed to
switch several times in one period of measurement.

(2) Imperfect measurement accuracy in the nonlinear
range: Perhaps the most criticized problem is imperfect
measurement accuracy in the nonlinear range of the sensor,
especially for an unknown target. A method which combines
a big sample data and machine/deep learning approaches
shows a huge potential to address this issue [76], [77].

(3) Interaction or location space is limited: For appli-
cations of gesture recognition and localization, the effec-
tive results can be carried out when the objects or human
beings only moving in the vertical sensing space within the
boundaries of the electrode array. However, when themotions
exterior the vertical sensing space, it doesn’t work using
the existing approaches. Solving this problem can enlarge
the interactive space so that capacitive sensing applications
become more practical and feasible.
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(4) Disturbance from surroundings: Capacitive sensors
are susceptible to the surround environments (changes of
environmental conditions, e.g. temperature, humidity, light-
ing; or changes of indoor objects, e.g. presence, position.)
that can adversely affect sensor data accuracy. Based on
machine learning classifiers or other machine/deep learning
methods, the post-processing for raw sensor data rather than
the converted discrete distance can effectively mitigate sensor
data variability and noise due to deployment-specific environ-
mental conditions [111], [128].

Therefore, many efforts are needed to address these key
issues and questions. As for future research, we confirm
that object distance features combined with machine/deep
learning approaches that is one of the most promising and
leading technologies.

V. CONCLUSION
In this review, we presented the state-of-the-art of the role
of CPSs working in displacement sensing modality. CPSs are
simple, low cost and very energy-saving, and can be equipped
under any nonconductive covering. Capacitive displacement
sensing works for long distance and is able to measure
more physical quantities compared with capacitive volume
and deformation sensing. In fact, Capacitive displacement
sensing has been used in displacement and position monitor-
ing applications. In the most recent years, the applications
based on capacitive displacement sensing have been greatly
emerging in indirect measurements, especially devoted to
smart environments. These applications depend on ingenious
structural designs of detectors or object distance features to
obtain more measurement information. There is a need to
characterize and classify these applications. That is the aim of
this paper, thus covering the most relevant literature concern-
ing approaches to the applications of CPSs. Another purpose
of this paper is to inspire more researchers and developers to
find wide applications perspectives.

In the future, it is possible to develop research opportuni-
ties of CPSs in object identification and human interaction.
Especially, as they are not involved users privacy and have
desirable properties, the usage of capacitive displacement
sensing in smart environments can not be omitted and has
much future scope. Meanwhile, capacitive technique has to
face several challenges, including short detection distance,
imperfect measurement accuracy, small interaction & loca-
tion space limited to the boundaries of the electrode array, and
disturbance from surroundings, that continues to need new
breakthroughs and innovations.
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